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pieces! Look, how he quivers for fear, look at his convulsions while
he is slowly strangled by the hangman. What a pleasure to inflict
wounds. Listen to our sentence of death: a rope, a shot! A wall!
Give fire!—And the grave is your fate.'
Three points of European morals are emphasized, viz. the
moral of masters, the policy of lie, and the policy of murder. In
order to illustrate the European standard, I quote an address
delivered by Professor Theol, Baumgarten in Kiel 1915 (printed
in Norddentsche Allgemeine Zeitung, 15th May, 1915).
The pious professor states that the Sermon on the Mount
simply excludes war. But this rule is only meant for single persons.
*The ethical system of the Sermon on the Mount represents another
compartment of our moral life than our national standard. Its
rules for the single soul are not broken, because we realize that
it is not at the same time a law for our national and social life/
The State, says Prof. B., is created by God and must be defended
with the utmost energy. 'It is a characteristic of the great nation
that it uses the most extreme means, and even the war of aggression,
in order to carry out its great aims.' *We Germans feel obliged,
not only to agree with the war, but also to lead it with the most
absolute recklessness. He who has not in these days made up his
mind to salute the destruction of Lusitania with jubilant applause
and to rejoice at the formidable power of German arms, is no
right German.'"
These extracts present a very lurid picture, but pro-
bably they are true in substance. That the sum total of the
activities of European nations is a denial of the teachings
of the Sermon on the Mount will not, I think, be gainsaid.
I have produced the extracts merely to emphasize   the
necessary caution against our being lifted off our feet by the
dazzle and the glitter of European arms. If the foregoing
picture were the whole of Europe, it would be   sad   for
Europe as for the world. Fortunately there is a consider-
able body of men and women of Europe who are devoting
the whole of their energy to combat the war-fever and the
breathless pursuit after material wealth and enjoyment.
There are reasons for hoping that this body is daily gain-
ing in numbers and in influence. May it be the privilege of
India to take part in the new awakening and to advance

